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HOW IT STARTED:

Somebody should 
do something…

Our Genesis Story



A: Bedazzled blazer enthusiast

B: Freakin’ adorable

C: A survivor of what can only be 

described as a character building 

exercise of a childhood

D: All of the above
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WHAT WE DO:

• Novel Loss Survivor Postvention

• Reach the Niche Outreach

• Consulting

• Talks and Presentations



POSTVENTION
an organized response in the aftermath of a 
suicide to accomplish any one or more of the 
following:

● To facilitate the healing of 
individuals from the grief and 
distress of suicide loss

● To mitigate other negative effects 
of exposure to suicide

● To prevent suicide among people 
who are at high risk after 
exposure to suicide

(Suicide Prevention Resource Center, n.d.)

“ “



● historically stated as 6 persons impacted 
for every suicide loss
○ newer study estimates 135 impacted 

persons for every suicide loss

● suicide exposure on a continuum
○ Exposed - a person who knew or 

identified with the person who died by 
suicide 

○ Affected
○ Bereaved

● kin vs non-kin exposure - widen the 
scope for assessment and intervention

(Cerel et al., 2019; Maple et al., 2019)



Suicide Loss Survivor: A person who has lost 
someone to suicide.

I lost a client to 
suicide last week.



Blame

Trauma

Guilt

Complicated 
Grief

Shame

Relief



How to 
Talk 

About
It



The Do’s
● Let them talk

● Validate feelings

● Use their person’s 

name
● Ask what their 

favorite memory or 
story is



The Don’ts:
• commit to no commit

• Your beliefs

• Avoidance

• Grief expirations

• Asking how

• The ‘One’ thing



NOVEL LOSS 
SURVIVOR 
POSTVENTION

• Concierge Loss 
Survivor Support

• Cost of Death 
Funding



Emotional Support

⚬ Through Zoom, Calls, Text, Email

⚬ Care Packages and Cards

Resource Support

⚬ Warm Hand-off (If Possible)

⚬ Mental Health/Survivor Supports

⚬ Maslow's Pyramid Based

CONCIERGE LOSS SURVIVOR 
SUPPORT



COST OF DEATH FUNDING
Some Services We Cover

• Funerals

• Granite Memorials/Headstones

• Urns/Caskets

• Biohazard Remediation

Additional Funding 

• Unpaid Time off Work

• Some Basic Immediate Needs

We Can Also Help Find and Work with Service Providers



THE 
WHO, 
THE 
WHAT & 
THE…



WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?



● Residents of the funded area, or their person 

was a resident of the funded area

APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS:

● Experienced loss within the last 12 months

● Applicant must be the next of kin, or a third 

party and/or organization assisting the next of 

kin with their explicit consent

● Death must be designated as suicide on the 

death certificate, likely to be determined so, or 

have evidence that it was likely a suicide to 

begin the application process



SERVICES 
ELIGIBLE 

FOR 
FUNDING



Examples of Covered Services:

● Body transfer transportation

● Preparation of the body

● Cremation

● Use of facilities, staff and equipment

● Casket coach

● Visitation/Viewing

● Funeral ceremony

● Memorial services

FUNERAL AND MEMORIAL SERVICES



We cover a variety of resting places 
and internment options.

● Caskets and urns

● Outer burial container

● Burial plot or mausoleum niche

● Alternative cremated remains solutions 

○ ie: jewelry, if not needing an urn or niche

FINAL ARRANGEMENTS



We try to remember the 

details in making the healing 

and grieving process a 

memorable one that affords 

them the solid memories 

that instill dignity and 

allow for later reflection. 

MERCHANDISE 
AND DOCUMENTS

● Death certificate copies

● Prayer cards/Memorial 

cards

● Visitor Registry

● Obituary fees

Because of this, we try to make 

sure we include these as much 

as possible.



● Biohazard remediation
● Unpaid time off of work
● Basic immediate needs
○ Emergency Shelter
○ Food
○ Gas

ADDITIONAL SERVICES



THE 
HOW



● The family has not found a service provider and asks for 
assistance

● The family has found a service provider and owes a 
balance

● The family has already had services and those services 
have been paid

COMMON SITUATIONS 



HOW:
● Lemon Aid will request supporting receipts, statements 

and further documentation from those involved to vet all 
claims

● When all documentation has been supplied, we review them 
and assess the who, what and when for possible 
reimbursement

● Lemon Aid reimburses each vetted individual directly who 
made a claim

PAYMENT REIMBURSEMENT



TIMELINE
• Reviewed within 48 hours (or 2 business days) of 

submission to Lemon Aid Voting Committee 

• Committee final determination of approval or denial -
goal is 72 hours (or 3 business days) 

• Client is notified as soon as possible of the result

• Payment or reimbursement is sent as soon as all 
information is provided to do so, or when funds are 
available

*In certain circumstances there may be a criteria 
review vote that takes place before



Per Case Average
AVERAGES AND CAPS

Overall Cap

$4,817 $6,000
We do have individual service caps in Michigan and 

guidelines in Kansas



Families Helped
WHAT WE HAVE DONE SO FAR

Overall Funded

43 $202,317.89
Agency-wide we have worked individually with 400+ loss 

survivors, supporting them emotionally and with resources 
since 2016 



Within a day of our online application, we were contacted by Lemon Aid. I can’t 

say enough about the compassionate support that they showed our family 

during those initial days and weeks when we couldn’t see through the fog of 

grief and trauma. Danae also sent a spreadsheet of local grief resources for 

our family living in 3 different states, as well as care packages. Lemon Aid 

granted financial support towards final expenses, lifting a tremendous weight 

from our shoulders.

The agony of losing a loved one to suicide is furthered by the unexpected and 

unique arrangements that must be made. Thank you, Lemon Aid, for being there 

for our family and other suicide survivors.

-Teresa, KS



During the hardest times of my life Lemon Aid stepped 

up and helped me and my four children get closure. I 

never will forget how happy my kids were when they 

got a chance to wear their mom around their neck. 

Thanks to Lemon Aid my kids can talk to their mom 

when they start missing her. And that means a lot. 

SFO helped me and children get my wife / their mom 

ashes and that brought closure to 5 broken hearts. 

Terry, MI



Q&A
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